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Abstract: An electrical double-layer capacitor (EDLC) is based on the physical adsorption/desorption
of electrolyte ions onto the surface of electrodes. Due to its high surface area and other properties,
such as electrochemical stability and high electrical conductivity, carbon materials are the most
widely used materials for EDLC electrodes. In this work, we study an activated carbon felt
obtained from sheep wool felt (ACF’f) as a supercapacitor electrode. The ACF’f was characterized by
elemental analysis, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), textural analysis, and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The electrochemical behaviour of the ACF’f was tested in a two-electrode
Swagelok®-type, using acidic and basic aqueous electrolytes. At low current densities, the maximum
specific capacitance determined from the charge-discharge curves were 163 F·g−1 and 152 F·g−1,
in acidic and basic electrolytes, respectively. The capacitance retention at higher current densities was
better in acidic electrolyte while, for both electrolytes, the voltammogram of the sample presents a
typical capacitive behaviour, being in accordance with the electrochemical results.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades electrochemical capacitors, also known as supercapacitors, have received
great scientific and technological attention because of their interesting possibilities as energy storage
devices [1,2]. Although different commercial devices already exist, there are still many scientific
and technological challenges in the supercapacitor research area, mainly with respect to increasing
the amount of stored energy [2]. Given their suitable characteristics for supercapacitor electrode
application, carbon materials have received the most attention and they are the most widely used
in this application [3–12]. Within carbon materials, carbon fibres (CF) have special characteristics
when compared with other carbon materials [13]. The CF can also be transformed into fabric, woven
or yarn forms, which give them self-sustainable characteristics. The CF may have a high surface
area with a well-defined pore structure, good electrical conductivity, and easy electrode formation
and containment [14]. The study and production of CF, as well as activated carbon fibres (ACF),
are of particular interest among different research groups due to their several applications in a wide
range of fields from science to industry. These materials have chemical, electrical, and mechanical
properties that make them unique; therefore, the demand for this kind of material is expected to
increase in the future. The use of ACF have been extended to multiple processes based on adsorption
and catalysis, such as gas separation, wastewater purification, advanced oxidation processes, and
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supercapacitors [15–19]. Nowadays the CF, as well as ACF, production is based on the use of petroleum
derivatives as precursor materials, which implies high-energy demands and a major contribution to
the carbon footprint [20,21]. These problems could be minimized by using a precursor material from a
renewable source; many studies had already used biomass as an ACF precursor, and in other cases
natural fibres, such as silk, jute, cotton, or bamboo, have been used [22–26]. Among natural fibre
sources wool is one of the main examples, a large quantity of waste is generated among the major
wool producer countries, creating a final disposal problem because of their quite slow biodegradability.
Therefore, the use of this waste as an ACF precursor is quite interesting because of their availability
and low cost, besides being a renewable and environmentally friendly material. In addition, what
makes wool more suitable in comparison with other bio-based sources is its high carbon content (47%)
and the presence of sulphur (3.4%), these two factors combined will enhance the carbon fibre yield
during the thermal treatment.

Until now, Marcuzzo et al. [27] performed the only previous experience reported on the obtaining
of ACF from wool felt. There are previous works with wool; Chen et al. produced activated carbon
powder by chemical activation, obtaining a small specific area for an activated carbon material,
while Hassan et al. studied the best conditions to obtain CF from wool.

In this work, we reported the preparation and characterization of activated carbon wool
felt (ACF’f) as a supercapacitor electrode. This activated carbon material was characterized by
textural and chemical analysis, and its performance as a supercapacitor electrode was evaluated
through galvanostatic charge-discharge curves, cyclic voltammetries, and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy using basic and acidic electrolytes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Activated Carbon Felt Preparation

A temperature controlled Carbolite furnace (Carbolite Furnaces, Sheffield, UK) was used to convert
the wool felt into ACF’f. The samples were prepared according to Marcuzzo et al. [27], the commercial
sheep wool felt were cut in regular pieces (100 × 30 mm). For achieving fibre stabilization, the felt was
heated up at 10 ◦C·min−1 under a constant airflow (100 mL·min−1) up to 300 ◦C and kept under these
conditions for 120 min. Then, the samples were heated at 10 ◦C·min−1 under a constant nitrogen gas
flow (100 mL·min−1) up to a temperature of 800 ◦C and kept there for 30 min; at this stage, the pyrolysis
took place. Finally, the samples were heated at 10 ◦C·min−1 up to 1000 ◦C where activation took
place by injecting water in a 1:1 (carbon felt—water) mass relation. After cooling the furnace under a
constant nitrogen flow (100 mL·min−1), the ACF’f was removed and placed in a desiccator. All reactants
employed were analytical grade (Lynde Group). The samples were named according to the thermal
process to which they were exposed: “Felt” for the raw material, “Oxidized” for the stabilized sample,
“Ox/Carbonized” for the stabilized and carbonized sample, and “ACF’f” for the activated carbon felt.

2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The surface and structural characteristics of the wool felt and the ACF’f were assessed by
scanning electron microscopy. Electronic images of the samples were obtained with a JEOL JSM
5900L microscope (JEOl LCC, Peabody, MA, USA). The SEM images of the ACF’f were performed
without any conductive coating, as the samples were conductive enough to prevent electrical discharge.

2.3. Chemical and Electrochemical Characterizations

The ACF’f and the intermediate products were characterized by elemental analysis in a
Thermocientific Flash 2000 Elemental Analyser (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).
Textural analysis was carried out in a Beckman Coulter analyser (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA,
USA), at 77 K, after degassing the samples at 100 ◦C for 10 h. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) area,
Dubinin-Radushkevich micropore volume, and total pore volume (measured at relative pressure of
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0.995) were obtained, as well as the pore size distribution through the non-local density functional
theory (NLDFT) method. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a powerful method for the
investigation of surface chemistry. All the XPS measurements were carried out with a Kratos
Axis Ultra XPS spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Ltd., Manchester, UK) using monochromatic Al–K
alpha (1486.5 eV) X-ray radiation at a power of 15 kV at 150 W. The emitted photoelectrons were
detected using a hemispherical analyser (Kratos Analytical Ltd., Manchester, UK) and 15 µm-spatial
resolution. The vacuum system was maintained at approximately 10−9 Torr during all the experiments.
Survey scans were collected from zero to 1200 eV with 160 eV pass energy and step size of 1 eV, in
order to identify the elements present on the surface. High-resolution detection of specific elements
were performed with a pass energy of 40 eV. The peaks deconvolution analyses were obtained by
software CasaXPS (Casa Software Ltd., Teignmouth, UK).

For the electrochemical analysis, two-electrode Swagelok®-type cells having two tantalum rods as
current collectors were used for galvanostatic charge/discharge and cyclic voltammetry measurements.
A glassy microfiber paper (Whatman 934 AH) was chosen as a separator. The samples used as
electrodes had a cross-section area of 0.5 cm2 and thickness of 0.10 cm. The weight of the electrodes
was between 6.4 mg and 7.6 mg. The gravimetric specific capacitance (Cs) was determined from
galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements in the voltage range of 0–1.0 V at current densities in
the range of 1–100 cm−2. Cs was determined at each current according to the Equation (1):

Cs = 2·I·td/E2·me (1)

In the Equation (1), I is the applied current, td is the discharge time, E2 is the voltage range during
the discharge, and me is the mass of one electrode. Cyclic voltammograms were obtained at room
temperature in the range 0–1.0 V at different scan rates (10, 20, and 50 mV·s−1). Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out in the frequency range from 10−4 to
105 Hz with perturbation of sinusoidal amplitude of 30 mV (rms) and 10 points per frequency.

All measurements were carried out at room temperature by a PGSTAT 302N Autolab
potentiostat/galvanostat (Utrecht, The Netherlands), using 2.0 mol·L−1 H2SO4 and 6.0 mol·L−1 KOH
aqueous solution as the electrolyte. In order to improve de electrolyte infiltration, before the cell
assembly, the electrodes were soaked in the electrolyte for 24 h.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sample Obtention

For this work a commercial felt was used as precursor (Figure 1a). After the thermal treatment,
an ACF’f was obtained (Figure 1b) the material retains the structural integrity in terms of its
manipulation, however, it is less resistant than the original material. It is presumed that the presence of
sulphur found in the disulphide bonds is responsible for the high mechanical strength, which allows
the fibre to keep its morphology during the thermal treatment. However, the ACF’f shows poor tensile
strength and elongation at break compared to any commercial carbon fibre.

Figure 1. (a) Commercial wool felt; and (b) ACF’f.
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3.2. SEM Microscopy

The SEM image of the wool felt (Figure 2a) clearly shows the external cuticle layer, with
overlapping scales. The cuticle layer represents about 10% of the fibre, while the cortex forms the
rest of the structure. It can be observed that the scaly structure of the cells is not so well defined for
the stabilized sample (Figure 2b), as well as part of the cortex was lost. Finally, the ACF’f (Figure 3a)
presents a tubular structure without the presence of the cortex while the surface lost its characteristic
scaly appearance (Figure 3b).

Figure 2. A 1000× magnification SEM image of the wool felt (a), and the stabilized felt (b).

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. A 5000× magnification SEM image of the ACF’f, front view of the hollow material (a), and a
view of the surface (b).

3.3. Elemental Analysis

Elemental analysis (Table 1), carried out on the different samples showed that the carbon is
the major component in all cases. Although the carbon content of wool is lower than in other
materials, like lignin (63.4%) or polyacrylonitrile known as PAN (67.91%), this material presents the
advantage of being rich in sulphur, responsible for the structure integrity of the fibre. Carbon content
increases after stabilization and carbonization due to selective volatilization of non-carbon components.
This behaviour is expected, since the carbonization involves thermal decomposition eliminating
non-carbon species and producing a fix carbon mass with a rudimentary pore structure, and that
is the reason for the carbon percentage increase, to decrease later during activation because of the
removal of the disorganized carbon. After the stabilization, the sulphur content does not change,
which allows hypothesising that the functional groups containing sulphur remain stable during the
rest of the thermal treatment.

Table 1. Elemental analysis of the material at every stage of the treatment (mass percentages).

Sample T (◦C) N (%) C (%) H (%) S (%) O (%)

Felt - 15.2 47.0 6.5 3.4 27.9
Oxidized 300 16.1 59.3 3.4 0.8 20.4

Ox/Carbonized 800 17.6 62.4 1.9 0.8 17.3
ACF’f 1000 17.1 61.4 1.9 0.8 18.8

3.4. Textural Analysis

ACF’f N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (Figure 4) present type IV behaviour according to
BDDT classification [28], indicating a strong presence of micropores and a proportion of mesopores.
BET area was determined in the relative pressure range of 0.03–0.3 was of 1140 m2·g−1, micropore
volume was 0.37 cm3·g−1 and total pore volume was 0.64 cm3·g−1, values similar to those reported by
Marcuzzo et al. [27]. The pore size assessment results obtained through NLDFT method demonstrate
that most of the pores have diameters thinner than 2.0 nm, while the presence of hysteresis indicates
filling and emptying of the mesopores by capillary condensation [29]. The ACF’f presents a higher
specific surface area comparing with the area obtained by Chen et al. (438 m2·g−1); therefore, physical
activation demonstrate being more effective for the pore development than chemical activation.
The material is conformed by microporous activated carbon hollow fibres with different content on
their surface of oxygenated functional groups.
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Figure 4. ACF’f N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms, (solid symbols: adsorption; open symbols: desorption).

3.5. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

In order to obtain information about chemical composition of the ACF’f and binding characteristics
of the surface material elements, XPS measurements were analysed (Figure 5). Quantitative analysis
shows a surface composition of 88.75 at % C 1s, 7.99 at % O 1s as expected, and, small peaks of Na 1s,
S 2p, N 1s and Si 2p can be found. On the other hand, the presence of Si 2p was detected despite being
an element not common for sheep wool; therefore, it can be concluded that the responsible source for
this element is the quartz furnace tube.

Figure 5. XPS survey spectrum and the surface element composition (at %) for ACF’f.

More information on nature of the functional radicals may be obtained from high-resolution XSP
analysis. High-resolution C 1s spectra (Figure 6) indicate different types of chemical bonding for C 1s
atoms, especially oxygen groups that are usually reported in the literature. The binding energy from
284.6 to 285.1 eV is associated to carbon sp2; 286.3 to 287.0 eV is related to ether or alcohol groups
(C–O); 287.5 to 288.1 eV is related to quinine or/and carbonyl groups (C=O) and, finally, carboxyl
groups (COO) with a binding energy between 291.2 and 292.1 eV [30].
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Figure 6. High-energy resolution XPS C 1s spectrum.

The high energy-resolution O 1s spectra deconvolution shows two main peaks. Binding energy
from 532.4 to 533.1 eV is associated to C–OH and/or C–O–C; the energy between 534.8 and 535.6 eV
report the presence of oxygen quimisorbed and water (Figure 7) [31].

Figure 7. High-energy resolution XPS O 1s spectrum.

The high-resolution N 1s spectra show a main peak near 401.0 eV that can be associated with the
N–H bond (Figure 8) [32].

Figure 8. High-energy resolution XPS N 1s spectrum.
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As presented, the XPS analyses shows the presence of several types of oxygen, as well as
nitrogenous bases, these kind of surface chemistry are normally connected to pseudocapacitive
behaviour of some carbon materials [11].

3.6. Electrochemical Analysis

3.6.1. Charge-Discharge Curves

The next graph (Figure 9a), shows the charge-discharge curve obtained at a constant current of
20 mA in acidic and basic electrolytes. The curves have the typical triangular shape of capacitive
materials. The equivalent series resistance (ESR), which represents the sum of the resistances of the cell,
can be determined from the voltage drop (E1) at the beginning of the discharge as ESR = E1/2I [1,33]. At a
current of 20 mA the determined ESR were ~3 Ω and ~9 Ω in acidic and basic electrolytes, respectively.
This represents a weakness for the basic electrolyte since the higher the ESR, the lower the capacitance
retention at high current and the power capability of the cell [1,33,34]. The Cs vs. the specific current
is shown in the next graph (Figure 9b). The capacitance retention at higher current densities was
better in the acidic electrolyte, which is in agreement with what was already discussed for ESR values.
The ACF’f presents a moderate Cs in both electrolytes with a maximum Cs value of 163 F·g−1 and
152 F·g−1 obtained at 0.15 A·g−1 in basic and acidic electrolytes, respectively. These values are higher
or comparable with some other previously reported Cs values for carbon fibre materials [19,35,36],
biomass-derived carbon materials [9,10], and other types of carbonaceous materials [3]. However, the
determined Cs for ACF’f are lower than those reported for several metal oxides [37,38] and conducting
polymer-based materials [39,40]. Notwithstanding, the results achieved are in accordance with the high
specific surface area of the ACF’f sample, which would determine a high double layer capacitance
for this carbon material. On the other hand, the presence of oxygenated and nitrogenated surface
functional groups in the sample, which were confirmed in the elemental and XPS analysis, can enhance
the observed Cs through reversible redox reactions (pseudocapacitance contribution). This phenomenon
could explain the fact that the observed Cs was slightly higher than expected for this material if it were
purely capacitive. For carbon materials without a pseudocapacitive contribution, the observed Cs is only
related to the double layer capacitance which can be estimated according to the following Equation (2):

Cdl = 0.1 × SSA (2)

where Cdl is the expected double layer capacitance in F·g−1, 0.1 is the normalized area capacitance for a
carbon material in aqueous electrolyte expressed in F·m−2, and SSA is the specific surface area of the
electrode material in m2·g−1. Thus, in accordance with the BET SSA of the ACF’f sample, the value
of Cdl was expected to be 115 F·g−1, which, in fact, is lower than the Cs values determined in acidic
(152 F·g−1) and basic electrolytes (163 F·g−1). Therefore, taking into account everything discussed so far,
it is reasonable to think that the sample presents some pseudocapacitive contribution to the observed Cs.

Figure 9. (a) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves measured at 20 mA; and (b) specific capacitance vs.
specific current measured in acidic and basic electrolytes.
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3.6.2. Voltammograms

The cyclic voltammograms (Figure 10), demonstrate that, in both electrolytes, the ACF’f show a
typical capacitive behaviour and agrees with the galvanostatic analysis. Peaks related with reversible
redox reactions are not clearly shown in the voltammograms, but a pseudocapacitive contribution
cannot be discarded. For suitable visualization of this type of contribution, it would be more convenient
to perform the potentiometric study in a three-electrode configuration [1,33]. Furthermore, it can
also be clearly seen that the voltammogram obtained in the basic electrolyte presents a lower slope
at the beginning of the charge or discharge compared to that obtained with the acidic electrolyte.
This behaviour may be due to the greater ESR of the cell using basic electrolyte.

Figure 10. Cyclic voltammetries recorded at 20 mV·s−1. The electrolyte used is indicated for each
curve in the graph.

The next graph (Figure 11) shows the Nyquist plot obtained for the EIS experiments. The sample
analysed using acidic electrolyte shows high capacitive behaviour, which is evidenced by the
vertical-shaped line at low frequencies [41]. In contrast, the sample analysed using basic electrolyte
shows a more inclined line at low frequencies. The series resistance (Rs) found at high frequency
(see the inset of the Figure 11), related to the bulk-solution resistance and electronic resistance of the
electrode, is low and very similar in both electrolytes, 0.23 and 0.34 Ω for basic and acidic electrolyte,
respectively. This is consistent with a high electrical conductivity of the ACF’f. Charge transfer
resistance (Rct), associated with the charge transfer across the electrode-electrolyte interface, can be
determined from the width of the semi-circle that appears at high frequencies [1,33,34] (see the inset
of the Figure 11). Rct was higher in the basic electrolyte than in the acidic one, which can be related
to a higher pseudocapacitive contribution (already discussed above) in the basic electrolyte. In both
electrolytes, the total resistance (Rs + Rct) value is in good agreement with the ESR value determined
from the galvanostatic experiments. These values are similar to other carbon materials used as
supercapacitor electrodes [34].
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Figure 11. Nyquist diagram, obtained from the EIS experiment performed in acidic (black squares) and
basic electrolytes (red squares). The inset shows the magnification of the diagram at the high-frequency
range and indicates the Rs and Rct of the cell using the basic electrolyte.

4. Conclusions

A wool derived ACF’f was successfully prepared and characterized as a supercapacitor electrode.
The material presents a good BET specific surface area, according to a hollow fibre, and a heterogeneous
surface chemical composition. This heterogeneity is supported by the elemental and XPS analysis
results, suggesting the presence of nitrogenated and oxygenated functional groups. The ACF’f has
a moderate Cs value in both electrolytes with a maximum of 163 F·g−1 in KOH-based electrolyte
and 152 F·g−1 in H2SO4-based electrolyte, both determined at 0.15 A·g−1. On the other hand,
the ACF felt has a higher capacitance retention and lower ESR when the used electrolyte was
the sulphuric acid aqueous solution in comparison with the basic one. In sum, this work shows
that wool-derived ACF’f can be a promising low-cost and environmentally friendly material for
supercapacitor electrode applications.

Future works are going to be focalized in completing the electrochemical characterizations,
mainly carrying out studies of cyclability and the electrochemistry performance using organic
electrolytes. Furthermore, thinking of a possible commercial application, it could be interesting
to design modifications in the fibre structure in order to decrease the electrical resistance.
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